The Third Eye

The Third Eye sits atop an unfinished pyramid on the American Dollar
Bill. A clue, telling us that there are secret teachings about this which we
are not privy to. Somewhere, people are learning about this other eye and
its powers, behind closed doors where we are not allowed to go. Is it the
‘All Seeing Eye’? Does it have mystical powers? Will we ever find the
answers we seek? A modern day mystery….
Since the beginning of time, people have used this eye and its mysterious
powers. The ancients saw the world in a different way, an idealist , mind
before matter way and took visions theyd seen as real. Egyptians working
for gods they conversed with in ceremonies, enhanced with hallucinogenic
drugs and Cannabis incense created one of the most amazing cultures in
history to date. Out of Egypt came the Hebrews and the Jewish faith, who
continued the mystical traditions. Talking to God on DMT bushes,
miracles witnessed by whole tribes, ancient magic and sorcery,
incantations and vision questing.
You can trace it all back to a lost civilization that suffered a great
cataclysm and was wiped out. Some call it Atlantis or Lemuria. All over

the world relics of statues and artwork show a universal religion which
revered the Third Eye. Pyramids built by these beings scatter the globe.
Some even say its Ancient Aliens, the Sumerian Annunaki gods who
descended from Space to genetically splice their genes with Homo
Erectus, creating us! But thats a topic for another whole book.
The Hindus, the ancient Indian spiritual masters knew about this stuff.
They still practice it today. Monks in Tibet regularly perform supernatural
feats, along with samurai in the far east who can channel Chi and break
bricks with their fingers. The hidden history of Jesus tells of him visiting
India, where he learned esoteric secrets of healing and levitation, even
visiting Egypt and learning the ancient mysteries there. Mysteries of the
Third Eye.
We all have one, deep within our brain. Its common knowledge now since
the invention of the internet, making sacred hidden wisdom known online
to all, for good or bad. Some say that Dark Occultists have had this
knowledge for centuries, millennia even, and have used it to subtly
manipulate and steer society towards its own end goals in secret.
These masters of control are said to use ancient psychology to mind
control the population and brainwash them into acting certain ways, even
introduce themes and social norms into society over generations to change
things without anyone noticing. Their said to have a global interconnected
network of satanic people all working towards one great works plan of a
New world order.
Clairvoyance, psychic gifts, voices… some call it spirit chatter. There have
been documented cases throughout history of other worldly powers to do
with this Third Eye. The Ancient Egyptians knew all about this eye, they
even had hieroglyphs showing its structure and layout. Modern day
scientists call it the Pineal Gland. Its got photoreceptors to perceive the
light refracted from sub atomic chemical reactions within the crystals that
sit inside it, and its connected to the rods and cones in your eyeballs.

Rumours are floating about that the Freemasons teach of this stuff. That
the Third Eye and its powers are one of their highest secrets, reserved for
those that make it to the upper echelons of their secret society. What do
you think? This Freemasonic tracing board seems to show the Third Eye
above all:

This deeply symbolic picture shows many things with hidden meanings,
including the duality of the two pillars. The sun and moon representing
male and female, good and bad, hot and cold. There are books out there on
Mystic Masonry and how to study these symbols esoterically…. A very
interesting topic worth researching on its own.
In ancient Indian spiritual tradition, there are 7 main chakras or energy
points in the body. These are scientifically nodes where certain fluids flow
through the body. The 6th Chakra in the centre of the head is known as the
Third Eye Chakra. You can do Kundalini yoga to awaken these Chakras
but I must warn you it is very dangerous, you can go Schizophrenic like I
did.

The Chakras line up with Sepiroth on the Tree of Life of the Kabbalah,
which can also be used together with the Tarot. These are ancient esoteric
techniques popularised in the Renaissance. They are an area of study all
their own but it just demonstrates how intricately linked the esoteric
traditions of the world are, chakras being Hindu and the Kabbalah being
Jewish.

This is all Occult knowledge, hidden from the people by the powers that be
in an effort to disguise the truth. Fluoride in the water calcifies the Pineal
Gland in large amounts. It makes populations more docile. Atheism rules
the academic circles of the world, and ridicule meets anyone stepping out
of line with notions of Third Eye powers. Satanists of the ‘Old Religion’
are out there.
This knowledge was kept from the public for good reason, because it is
very powerful. It was taught in the exclusive Ancient Mystery Schools
where students would go through years of silence vows just to read one
word of what Ive told you here. It inspired all the greats of the past from

Newton to Aristotle, Pythagoras to Jesus himself. Now it is freely
available to everyone online so Im hoping to see a lot of new Jesuses pop
up!
A core teaching of Freemasonry is that you can use this knowledge to craft
the Christ within, where every man is Jesus in his own right and rather
than worshipping the saviour, you become him. Its possible with this
knowledge.
So the third eye exists, what we need to find is the spiritual teachings and
traditions of how to use it properly. This is a work in progress, and I could
use your help, if youve made it this far and have any knowledge of any
teachings about the third eye, please leave a comment on the website or go
to the contact section and I will include it in the next chapter.

